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INTRODUCTION

Flashing, pop-like imagery; visual and auditory narrations that explicitly touch upon sex, politics and
social relations; vibrant installations that extend into three dimensions the artist’s fantastical animation
world - these are but cornerstones of Wong Ping’s (b. 1984, Hong Kong) practice that combines the crass
and the colourful to mount a discourse around repressed sexuality, personal sentiments and political
limitations. Hong Kong born and raised, Wong Ping discusses his observations of society, from teenage
to adult-hood, using a visual language that sits on the border of shocking and amusing.
Running throughout Wong Ping’s animation work is the concept of control or limitation. In a sexual
sense, Wong introduces the poles of desire and obsession - animating, illustrating and describing acts or
scenarios that are brutally honest, or indeed, compose our personal, ‘evil’ shame. In ‘Doggy Love’ (2015),
for example, Ping tells the story of a repressed male teenager who becomes crazy about a girl who has
breasts on her back. The animation follows his incapacity to control himself sexually till they fall in love
and he ultimately understands the concept of the heart. On the opposite side, ‘Jungle of Desire’ (2015)
follows a grown man’s self-loathing as he is incapable to fulﬁll his wife sexually, and who ultimately
succumbs to at-home prostitution and is taken advantage of by a cop. Depressed and incapable, he
speaks of taking to the hills and indeed his own life.
Herein one starts to understand that despite the ﬂashing, bright-coloured imagery, there lies a darker
undertone to Wong’s animation. ‘The Other Side’ (2015), commissioned by M+, is a two-channel
installation that uses the story of a man’s reluctant birth, key junctures in his life, and his attempt to
reenter his mother’s womb, as a metaphor for the process of immigration.

Indeed, beyond the ﬁlm’s pop-like appearance, the animation seems to reﬂect on the changing status
quo of Hong Kong and to present a somewhat dystopian outlook. Such humour laced with weariness
is also found in further ﬁlms such as ‘An Emo Nose’ (2016) that tells the story of a man’s heart-shaped
nose that moves away in distance from his face with every negative thought. Akin to Pinocchio’s ‘lying
nose’, the man starts off as one with his friend: socialising, enjoying the small things in life from watching
movies to meeting women. The nose moves away, however, with every damaging thought till the point
where the narrator can no longer see it, just vicarouly smells and thereby ‘lives’ through it, leaving him
behind to be a social outcast or ‘emo’.
Ultimately, however, Wong’s animations are not meant to be discouraging. They are happy, in a twisted
yet realistic way, despite their fantastical scenarios and appearances. They also provide through their
rawness a sense of comfort in that even our deepest and most private sentiments or acts are shared by
others. In this way, Wong’s work is liberating – a cathartic twist on the trials rooted in daily life.
Wong Ping is one of Hong Kong’s most exciting emerging artists. His animations have been commissioned
by M+, NOWNESS as well as Prada and he was awarded one of Perspective’s ’40 under 40’. His recent
shows include, ‘One Hand Clapping’ at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and ‘Songs for Sabotage’ at
New Museum, New York. Moreover, Wong held a residency at the Chinese Centre for Contemporary Art
(CFCCA) and has held exhibitions internationally in Manchester, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Berlin and Paris,
amongst other locations. His animation ﬁlms have been presented at numerous festivals internationally,
from Belgium and the UK to Mexico and Australia, and have been reviewed in LEAP, ArtAsiaPaciﬁc and
other publications. Wong’s work is held in several permanent collections including M+, Hong Kong,
KADIST, Paris/San Francisco, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, Fosun Art Foundation,
Shanghai, amongst others. In 2018, he was the recipient of the inaugural Camden Arts Emerging Arts
Prize.
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The world we live in is twisted. Sexist, ageist, consumerist, post-factual, warmongering, it is all of these
things and more. Against this backdrop, we regularly and voyeuristically survey others while we let them
watch us via Facebook. We Instagram. We Tinder. We Google. We reveal where we are at any moment,
what we’ve eaten, what books we are reading, designating preferences with a thumbs up, with a heart, by
swiping right. We scroll and consume ceaseless streams of images and information.
Enter Wong Ping. The Hong Kong native came of age at the dawn of the internet. He didn’t train as an
artist, but studied design. He wrote for years, and then began drawing his stories as animations late at
night after his day job at a local television studio. There he worked in postproduction, editing recorded
images for broadcast—digitally removing, for example, the safety cables on a falling stunt actor in a crime
drama, or replacing the exposed breasts of a show’s female lead with those of a body double. It was a
crash course in the media, in digital technology—and in hypocrisy.
The artist points out that what he makes “isn’t very proper animation, as you can see. It’s very simple stuff.”
Despite signing his productions “Wong Ping Animation Lab” (to come across as more professional, he
says), he executes nearly every aspect himself, from his home. He writes the scripts, draws the animations
on his computer, creates the music, and often also narrates the voice-overs in his own deadpan Cantonese.
After producing a few animations for a friend’s band and putting them online, interest in his work surged,
encouraging him to create and upload more videos, leading to a Hong Kong institutional commission and,
soon enough, commercial gallery representation.
What Wong Ping sees as the “simplicity” of his videos—for instance the candy-colored, pixelated
approximations of bodies, recalling digitized Legos or 1980s computer games—is what lends them their
particularity and appeal. They are both charmingly childlike and graphically explicit, their cartoon forms
speaking to our contemporary condition with its many pathologies and discontents. Powerlessness,
alienation, exploitation, and misogyny all make an appearance. These are tragic, pathetic, darkly humorous
portraits of our time.
Critic Stephanie Bailey rightly said of Wong Ping’s work that it aims to make “individual desires,
experiences, and thoughts public... as part of a perversely relatable collective subconscious.” Indeed, so
much of what the artist writes and then animates is informed by the scenes he witnesses around him,
articles he reads, stories he overhears. Yet his approach to portraying the state of the world is not literal;
otherwise, he notes, “You might as well just watch the news.”
For instance, the popular “slow food” and “slow living” trends incited one of Wong Ping’s earliest artworks,
Slow Sex (2013), an animated lesson on the dangers of rushing copulation. A random thought sparked
by a common Cantonese expression informed Doggy Love (2015), in which a teenage boy ﬁrst mocks,
and then falls for, a girl who has breasts on her back. An article about police exploitation of prostitutes
inspired Jungle of Desire (2015), in which an impotent male antihero—an animator, as it happens—allows
his sexually frustrated wife to prostitute herself while he watches from the closet, becoming obsessed
with a corrupt cop who affords his wife “the perfect orgasm.” The creepy, patriarchal lyrics of a 1980s
children’s song partly inspired Who’s the Daddy (2017), which centers on a bodybuilding atheist who
unpacks his relationship to power by recounting childhood memories of being ordered to “passionately
kiss his father,” and his submission to a Christian woman staunchly opposed to premarital sex, but with
a predilection for ﬁsting and decidedly bizarre ideas about atonement. Observing an elderly man in his
neighborhood mournfully trashing a bag full of VHS porn tapes led to Dear, can I give you a hand? (2018).

The aged, toothless protagonist in the animation grapples with the death of his wife, the technological
obsolescence of his video collection, desire for his daughter-in-law, and alienation in the digital age.
Timid these stories are not.
In his latest videos, Wong Ping turns to the likes of the Grimm Brothers and Aesop’s fables for inspiration:
“I want to write a kind of Wong Ping’s Fables for the Modern Age.” These morality tales for children,
populated by animal characters, explore everything from the self-loathing generated by impossible
beauty standards to the perils of self-righteousness. The artist’s latest fable, the second in what he hopes
will be an ongoing series, was commissioned for this exhibition, his ﬁrst major institutional solo show,
and premieres at Kunsthalle Basel.
Here, the non-chronological survey of new and recent videos is presented in specially conceived
environments that lend dimensionality to the animations’ characters and themes. Opening the exhibition,
Dear, can I give you a hand? screens on LED panels positioned to form a radiant monolith. It is surrounded
by The Ha Ha Ha Online Cemetery Limited (2019), thousands of golden-toothed plastic wind-up toys—an
excessive multiplication of the protagonist’s late wife’s prized gold dentures. The second room features
Bestiality rider R, Bestiality rider A, and Bestiality rider T (all 2019), three child-size male mannequins
dressed in colorful rat costumes mounted on springs so as to resemble freaky children’s playground toys.
Just as life’s trials become fodder for the artist’s videos, real-life events inspired this installation: Wong
Ping’s home was invaded by a rat while he prepared for this show. Costumed and domesticated, the rats
in this strange installation sublimate the artist’s terror and annoyance at the intrusive rodent.
In the room that follows, in which he presents Jungle of Desire, Wong Ping covers the ﬂoor with fuzzy
purple carpet and a hundred or so Chinese “lucky cats,” their ever-moving paws sculpted into penises
with multicolored heads. For the fourth room, which presents Slow Sex, Doggy Love, and Who’s the
Daddy, a trio of ﬁlms in which the assorted penises of the videos’ respective protagonists play a starring
role, the artist conceived BONER (2019), a shiny, giant phallus with an illuminated rotating heart at its tip
and a column with three jutting video screens. The ﬁnal room, featuring the videos Wong Ping’s Fables
1 (2018) and Wong Ping’s Fables 2 (2019), is furnished with transparent inﬂatable seating that forms the
artist’s surname in Chinese characters. The space is overseen by the giant inﬂatable Rabbit 3 in 1 (2019),
a character from his latest fable.
Articles about Wong Ping often mention the depravity of his themes. The artist maintains, however, that
in the internet era, little remains that could still be considered taboo. Plus, he notes, while sex may be the
“language” he uses, “it’s not the message of the work.” Arguably his underlying themes are not sex, or
even pervasion, but rather a quest for belonging in today’s world: How do we ﬁnd acceptance and love
with others and in ourselves? How do we negotiate loneliness and the isolation of urban life? How do
we care for one another? And what beyond these truly existential questions could be more urgent and
relevant today?
Ask him to describe his work, and Wong Ping will point you to his favorite song by The Velvet Underground.
Its ﬁrst lines, “I’ll be your mirror / reﬂect what you are, in case you don’t know,” provide a telling clue to
his animations and installations, which are an attempt to respond to our moment, using its own (digital)
tools. The artist unravels some of the starkest realities of our own dark age with a touch as biting as it
is compassionate and humorous. And if you think Wong Ping’s ﬁlms are twisted, they are—because the
world is, too.
- Text by Kunsthalle Basel
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Installation View
㾝錒植㜥
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Dear, can I give you a hand?
鋶銳剪㌨?
2018

Animated LED color video installation, with sound
⹛殥 LED䕙蒀鋕걽酤縨 耪갉
12 min
Watch Dear, can I give you a hand?

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
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The Ha Ha Ha Online Cemetery Limited
2019
Mixed media (4,500 plastic teeth; 4,500 metal brackets)
幊ざ㯮➝ 幊ざ㯮➝, 秉4,500⦐暅룈 
Each 嫦♧⦐㽯㼄6.5 x 7.5 x 6.5 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Bestiality rider R, Bestiality rider A, Bestiality rider T
2019
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Bestiality rider A
2019
Mixed media
幊ざ㯮➝
approx. 秉 119 x 45 x 116 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Bestiality rider T
2019
Mixed media
幊ざ㯮➝
approx. 秉 79 x 45 x 116 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Bestiality rider R
2019
Mixed media
幊ざ㯮➝
approx. 秉 79 x 45 x 116 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

BONER
2019
Mixed media
幊ざ㯮➝
Diameter 180 cm, height 450 cm
湬䖜 180 cm, 넞450 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Who’s the Daddy
⡹銳攧捘㖑鋶鋶晄ㆄ
2017
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
9 min 15 sec
Watch Who’s the Daddy

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Doggy Love
权➫䒭涸䠥
2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
5 min 59 sec
Watch Doggy Love
錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Slow Sex
䢨䚍眎
2013
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
2 min 40 sec
Watch Slow Sex
錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Rabbit 3 in 1
2019
Plastic
㝕俱
Inﬂated, Approx. 600 x 730 x 340 cm
⯎孴 秉600 x 730 x 340 cm
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬, 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Wong Ping’s Fables 1
랓挳㺱鎊♧
2018
Single channel video
㋲걽麤⹛殥
13 min
Watch Wong Ping’s Fables 1

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Installation View
㾝錒植㜥

Wong Ping’s Fables 2
랓挳㺱鎊✳
2019
Single channel video
㋲걽麤⹛殥
13 min
Kunsthalle Basel, 2019
䊼㝱晋繠遮긬 2019
Photo: Philipp Hänger / Kunsthalle Basel
伡䕧Philipp Hänger / 䊼㝱晋繠遮긬

Frieze London
䒼ꅽ蘗⧍侚谀⽇剚

Booth 㾝⡙H09

Regent’s Park, London, UK
⧍侚伡佟Ⱆ㕧
04.10.2018 - 07.10.2018

Edouard Malingue Gallery (Hong Kong, Shanghai) was thrilled to launch its inaugural participation at
Frieze London as part of the Focus section featuring celebrated emerging Hong Kong artist Wong Ping (b.
1984) presenting ‘Fables’, a single surreal animation in three parts exhibited within an immersive setting.
On this occasion, Wong Ping was the recipient of the ﬁrst Camden Arts Emerging Arts Prize at Frieze
and will realise a major exhibition at Camden Arts Centre, London within the next 18 months. Garnering
extensive critical attention, the booth reﬂected the cornerstones of Wong Ping’s practice that combines
the crass and the colourful to mount a critically humorous discourse around repressed sexuality, personal
sentiments and political limitations.
Flashing, pop-like imagery; visual and auditory narrations; installations that extend into three dimensions
the artist’s fantastical animation world – these are elements of Wong Ping’s practice that express his
observations of society, from childhood to adulthood, using a visual language that sits on the border of
shocking and amusing. As described by Xiaoyu Weng, associate curator for Chinese art at the Guggenheim
in light of Wong Ping’s recent group show ‘One Hand Clapping’ at the New York institution: “He acutely
responds to his surroundings on a micro level but also speaks to the social and political reality” [1].
‘Fables’, in particular, comprises three back-to-back distinct animations, each of which presents, as the
title suggests, a succinct ﬁctional story with imaginary characters that communicates a ‘moral’ lesson.
Unveiled for the ﬁrst time at the 2018 New Museum Triennial as part of ‘Songs for Sabotage’, ‘Fables’ was
cited as “one of the few pieces with obvious digital roots and with politics that feel as much existential
as circumstantial” [2]. Jumping between the tales of a Buddhist nun elephant, social-media-addicted
chicken and insect-phobic tree, ‘Fables’ touch upon issues of appearance, love, digital interaction,
narcissism and fear.

Despite the vibrant and illogical superposition of narrators and events, the ﬁlms address toils that
affect each of our contemporary daily lives. The delivery is met, however, by “a profound sense of social
awkwardness” [3], an interaction that at once arouses intrigue and discomfort. Presented at Frieze as the
central projection lighting up a dark immersive space, visitors are lured into an encounter, one that is met
and further activated by a sequence of three-dimensional vignettes from the animation hung on either
ﬂanking wall.
Ultimately, ‘Fables’ is a vivid, cynical and cuttingly wry source of insight into societal behaviour. Through
the fantastical foil, the works cumulatively provide a liberating rawness and urge a cathartic twist on the
trials rooted in daily life.
///
Camden Art Emerging Arts Prize at Frieze is a major new annual prize – launching for the ﬁrst time at
Frieze London 2018 – offering an emerging artist vital critical exposure through their ﬁrst solo show at a
London institution. The prize winner will be supported by the experienced Camden Arts Centre curatorial
team, and the exhibition will be underpinned by an extensive programme of public talks and events.
[1] Xiaoyu Weng as quoted in “Hong Kong’s Youth Culture, Captured in Disturbing Animations” by Barbara
Pollack, The New York Times, May 18 2018
[2] “New Museum Triennial Looks Great, but Plays It Safe” by Holland Cotter, The New York Times, February
22 2018
[3] “Hong Kong’s Youth Culture, Captured in Disturbing Animations” by Barbara Pollack, The New York
Times, May 18 2018
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Premature Elephant
傍欴涸韍
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D 䩧⽫嵥ꧨ殥
40 x 62 x 14 cm

Kidnapped Chicken feels guilty for his inability to crow before sunrise
ꧽ㔔鄄竁卺劢腋⿻儘倴傈ⴀ儘ꧽ㊓罜䠮ⵌⰉ毰
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D䩧⽪嵥ꧧ殥
50 x 64 x 12 cm

Turtle, who is often called by the name of penis because of his looks, suffers from severe depression and takes
poison to commit suicide
륰㔔垺㶩竤䌢鄄嫲㌈捀ꤿⰨ罜䝖♳㓂ꅾ䫈뇓剪嫬
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D䩧⽪嵥ꧧ殥
55 x 47 x 20.5 cm

Albino Cockroach becomes the lightest colour bodybuilding championship winner in history
涯⻋氿刻歎䧭捀⨴繡〷♳芕蒀剓幏涸⨴繡ꐘ垦飓籏ⱟ鮪
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D 䩧⽪嵥ꧧ殥
40 x 66 x 17.5 cm

Tree takes on part-time nude life modelling during his spare time
埠儗Ⱟ耶醗넒㻨欰垷暵⯥
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D 䩧⽪嵥ꧧ殥
41 x 38 x 17 cm

Tree takes on part-time body rental for Pole to pole dance during his spare time
埠儗Ⱟ耶ⴀ獆魧넒雊ꏈ盗騥埠莺
2018
3D printed relief painting
3D 䩧⽪嵥ꧧ殥
40 x 27 x 18 cm

One Hand Clapping
㋲䩛䬝䱍

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, USA
䨾繏•R•〢呏嵳㨖繠遮긬 秢秉繠㕜
04.05.2018 - 21.10.2018

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum presents One Hand Clapping, a group exhibition of newly
commissioned works by Cao Fei, Duan Jianyu, Lin Yilin, Wong Ping, and Samson Young. The exhibition
is the third of The Robert H. N. Ho Family Foundation Chinese Art Initiative, a research, curatorial, and
collections-building program begun in 2013. On view from May 4 through October 21, 2018, One Hand
Clapping will be accompanied by a catalogue and public and educational programming.
The artists in One Hand Clapping explore our changing relationship with the future. Produced in both new
and traditional mediums-from virtual-reality technology to oil on canvas-their commissioned works
challenge visions of a global, homogeneous, and technocratic future. On Tower Level 5, Wong Ping creates
a multimedia installation centered on a colorful, racy animated tale that explores the tension between
an aging population and the relentless pace of a digital economy; in her paintings and sculptures, Duan
Jianyu depicts a surreal, transitory place where the rural meets the urban; and Lin Yilin constructs a virtualreality simulation featuring a professional basketball star, testing the potential for using technology to
inhabit the experience of another. On Tower Level 7, Cao Fei examines the new realities and potential
crisis driven by automation and robotics at some of China’s most advanced storage and distribution
facilities, and Samson Young reﬂects on our obsession with ritual and authenticity through a sonic and
sculptural environment of imaginary musical instruments and their digitally engineered sounds.
The exhibition title One Hand Clapping is derived from a koan-riddles used in Zen Buddhist practice to
challenge logical reasoning-that asks, “We know the sound of two hands clapping. But what is the sound
of one hand clapping?” Emerging from a tradition that originates in China’s Tang period (618- 907), the
phrase “one hand clapping” encompasses a history of cross-cultural translation and appropriation that
continues into the present, from serving as the epigraph to J. D. Salinger’s Nine Stories (1953) to being
referenced in the titles of a Cantopop song and an Australian ﬁlm and in the name of a British band. In
this light, “one hand clapping” becomes a metaphor for the processes by which meaning is fabricated,
transmitted, and restated in a globalized world. The image of “one hand clapping” also suggests
connotations of solitude and the ability of artists to put forth a singular perspective and to challenge
prevailing beliefs, stereotypes, and conventional power structures.
- Courtesy of Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
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(Detail) Dear, can I give you a hand?, 2018
稣眎 շ鋶

銳剪㌨ո, 2018

Animated LED color video installation, with sound
Dimensions variable
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, The Robert H. N. Ho Family
Foundation Collection 2018.18
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Watch Dear, can I give you a hand?
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2018 Triennial: Songs for Sabotage
2018♲䎃㾝չ灶㡏⛓姐պ
New Museum, New York, USA
倝繠遮긬秢秉 繠㕜

13.02.2018 - 27.05.2018

Together, the artists in “Songs for Sabotage” propose a kind of propaganda, engaging with new and
traditional media in order to reveal the built systems that construct our reality, images, and truths. The
exhibition amounts to a call for action, an active engagement, and an interference in political and social
structures, and brings together works across mediums by approximately thirty artists from nineteen
countries, the majority of whom are exhibiting in the United States for the ﬁrst time.
“Songs for Sabotage” explores interventions into cities, infrastructures, and the networks of everyday
life, proposing objects that might create common experience. The exhibition takes as a given that
these structures are linked to the entrenched powers of colonialism and institutionalized racism that
magnify inequity. Through their distinct approaches, the artists in “Songs for Sabotage” offer models
for dismantling and replacing the political and economic networks that envelop today’s global youth.
Invoking the heightened role of identity in today’s culture, they take on the technological, economic, and
material structures that stand in the way of collectivity.
These artists are further connected by both their deep engagements with the speciﬁcity of local context
and a critical examination—and embrace—of the internationalism that links them. Their works range widely
in medium and form, including painted allegories for the administration of power, sculptural proposals
to renew (and destroy) monuments, and cinematic works that engage the modes of propaganda that
inﬂuence us more and more each day. Viewed in ensemble, these works provide models for reﬂecting
upon and working against a system that seems doomed to failure.
“Songs for Sabotage” is curated by Gary Carrion-Murayari, Kraus Family Curator at the New Museum,
and Alex Gartenfeld, founding Deputy Director and Chief Curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art,
Miami, with Francesca Altamura, Curatorial Assistant. It is accompanied by a fully illustrated catalogue
copublished by the New Museum and Phaidon Press Limited.
- Courtesy of New Museum
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Who’s the Daddy
⡹銴攨捙㖒鋷鋷晅ㆅ

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Hong Kong
꼛ⲳ殥䐤껺度
10.02.2017 - 11.03.2017

Flashing, pop-like imagery; visual and auditory narrations that explicitly touch upon sex, politics and
social relations; vibrant installations that extend into three dimensions the artist’s fantastical animation
world – these are but cornerstones of Wong Ping’s (b. 1984, Hong Kong) practice that combines the crass
and the colourful to mount a discourse around repressed sexuality, personal sentiments and political
limitations. Hong Kong born and raised, Wong Ping discusses his observations of society, from teenage
to adulthood, using a visual language that sits on the border of shocking and amusing. Edouard Malingue
Gallery is pleased to present ‘Who’s the Daddy’, Wong Ping’s second solo show in Hong Kong, featuring
his new animation works which explores the trials and tribulations of parenthood. In addition to the central animation, after which the exhibition is titled, ‘Who’s the Daddy’ features a second video presented on
a notebook, as well as several sculpture works, extending the artist’s visual world throughout the gallery
space, immersing the viewer in his challenging ﬁctional sequence.

Extending throughout the exhibition space are a series of three-dimensional elements, born from Wong
Ping’s animated sequences. Segments of the ﬁlms take the form of two sculptures, a hanging lightbox,
a neon sign and two further 3D prints, bringing to physical life their characters and singular moments
of their ﬁctional lives. ‘M’ (2017), for example, illustrates a vicious scene from ‘Who’s the Daddy’ where
the woman, in an unmother-like manner, pushes the protagonist onto the ﬂoor, piercing his left eye-ball
using her stiletto heel with the intention of squashing shameful desire through punishment. The lightbox
entitled ‘Mammy’ (2017) similarly addresses the ﬁlm whilst focusing on the darker side of parenthood by
presenting a confronting portrayal of traditional mother and child imagery, the baby hanging in her arms
replete with dripping blood from the still-attached umbilical cord. The irrational nature of morality and
the fragility of existence is further conveyed by the mother’s abortion of her foetuses, an act that seems
both cruel as well as a form of atonement.

Despite drawing its name and inspiration from a popular Chinese nursery rhyme, the playful imagery and
comically-illustrated characters in ‘Who’s the Daddy’ (2017) depict scenes with a much darker undertone
than an initial glance might suggest. Introducing the tale of a disgraceful man who has unexpectedly
stumbled across the path of child-rearing, Wong Ping’s characteristically neon hues and explicit style
explore the challenges of fatherhood. The futility of political identity is addressed throughout the ﬁlm
beginning with the protagonist’s seemingly superﬁcial comparison of sexuality to left/right-wing political dynamics. The viewer follows the man’s dating app trial as he attempts to evaluate potential partner’s
political beliefs by analysing their proﬁle photos. His eventual ‘match’ with a strictly religious woman, and
their ensuing relationship, reveals the man’s shameful satisfaction with subjugation, a fetish that is further
explored by a juxtaposition of references to his childhood memories. Through a combination of the man’s
contemptible powerlessness and the woman’s tenuous religious beliefs, the protagonist ultimately takes
on the merciless role of a single father.

Running throughout Wong Ping’s animation work is the concept of control or limitation; introducing the
poles of desire and obsession, ‘Who’s the Daddy’ presents acts, visions and scenarios that are brutally
honest, or indeed, compose our personal, ‘evil’ shame. Ultimately though, Wong Ping’s animations are not
meant to be discouraging. They are happy, in a darkly twisted yet realistic manner. Through their rawness,
his works provide a sense of uncharacteristic comfort in that even our deepest and most private sentiments or acts are shared by others. In this way, Wong Ping’s work is liberating and perversely honest – a
cathartic twist on the trials rooted in daily life.
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The Unﬁlial Hell, 2017
շ䘤鷟㖑柱ո, 2017

LED screen, toy, 3D-print sculpture

LED匣梖Ⱘ用넒䩧⽪

LED Screen: 264 x 153 x 15 cm

Swinging toy: 22 x 14 x 15 cm
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Left: Indulgence 1999, 2017
䊩
շ餁縡⽷1999ո

2017

3D print, sweets, vacuum bag

用넒䩧⽪祪溫瑟郍
33 x 15 x 9 cm

Right: Indulgence 2016, 2017
䊩
շ餁縡⽷2016ո

2017

3D print, cereal, vacuum bag

用넒䩧⽪띊晙溫瑟郍
36 x 16 x 10 cm

Left: Indulgence 1999, 2017
䊩
շ餁縡⽷1999ո

2017

Right: Indulgence 2016, 2017
䊩
շ餁縡⽷2016ո

2017

M, 2017
3D print sculpture

用넒䩧⽪ꧧ㝕

53 x 56 x 59 cm

M, 2017
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Fetus Fetish, 2017
շ䧗胢浤ո2017

Single channel video

㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
1 min 40 secs

Watch Fetus Fetish

錙溏鋕걽

S[PW: EMGWP123]

Installation View
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Mammy, 2017

շ㱘ㅔո2017
Lightbox
教盲

108 x 90 x 15 cm

Installation View
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Who’s the Daddy, 2017

շ⡹銳攧捘㖑鋶鋶晄ㆄո2017
Single channel animation

㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
9 mins

Watch Who’s the Daddy

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Who’s the Daddy, 2017

շ⡹銳攧捘㖑鋶鋶晄ㆄո2017

Bobo, 2017

շ㼂㼂ո2017
Toy, 3D print

梖Ⱘ用넒䩧⽪
12 x 21 x 8 cm

Jungle of Desire
䣦劆JUNGLE
Nova Sector, Art Basel Miami Beach, Miami, United States
ꫬ谀ⴲ鋅 䊼㝱晋谀遮㾝鼟㺙嵳抂㾝剚鼟㺙繠㕜
01.12.2016 - 04.12.2016

Hong Kong artist Wong Ping has been selected to present his animation ﬁlm ‘Jungle of Desire’ (2015) in the
Nova Sector. The short ﬁlm tells the story of an impotent husband, unsatisﬁed wife and a megalomaniac
policeman, illustrating the perfect ecosystem of the concrete jungle, where these characters are able
to truly face their lust with no moral laws. Flashing, pop-like imagery; visual and auditory narrations
that explicitly touch upon sex, politics and social relations; vibrant sculptures that extend into three
dmensions the artist’s fantastical animation world – these are but cornerstones of Wong Ping’s practice
that combines the crass and the colourful to mount a discourse around repressed sexuality, personal
sentiments and political limitations.
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Jungle of Desire, 2015
շ䣥劅Jungleո, 2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
6 min 50 sec
Watch Jungle of Desire

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from Witch, 2015

䕧⫸䶰荈շWitchո, 2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
1 min 40 sec
Watch Wtich

錙溏鋕걽
[PW: EMGWP123]
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POST PiXEL: Animamix Biennale 2015-2016
⫹稇⛓䖕
City University of Hong Kong
껺度㙹䋑㣐㷸
22.03.2016 - 17.04.2016

Animamix Biennale showcases contemporary art under the inﬂuence of the unique aesthetics and
culture of animation and comics. Co-organised by City University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong Visual
Arts Centre as part of the 2015-16 edition, ‘POST PiXEL’ examines, within the curatorial vision “Directed
Towards Knowledge”, how ‘pixels’ transcend art creation beyond the realms of traditional forms and
intellectual spheres.
On display is Wong Ping’s video installation ‘Super Epic Inﬁnite-Wild-Quad-Extended-Ultra-ExtremeClear-High-Deﬁnition Smart Television’ (2016), which parodies the commercial repertoire of technological
advancement and its ever-shifting paradigm. Presented as a pseudo-commodity that prides “deeper
blacks, purer whites and hyperreal detail in every image and amazing smoothness in the coarsest
scenes”, the work plays with the notion of pixels as both fundaments of digital imaging and caricatures
of our contemporary experience in relation to the virtual world.
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Stills from Super Epic Inﬁnite-Wild-Quad-Extended-Ultra-Extreme-Clear-High-Deﬁnition Smart Television 2016
䕧⫸䶰荈շ〷鑗䒭馄搁ꣳꡀ㔋噱䒁⠽噱荝馄⼾鷳兠넞幡兰腊ꨵ鋕ո, 2016
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
6 min 50 sec
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Jungle of Desire
䣦劆+6/(-&
Things that can happen, Hong Kong
ㅓ✲谀遮瑟 껺度
05.09.2015 - 15.11.2015

For the inaugural exhibition of ‘Things that can happen’, Wong Ping was invited to showcase a series of
new short animations that delve into repressed sexuality and personal sentiments within Hong Kong’s
unsettling political atmosphere. Presented in a ‘tong lau’ residential unit, the literal, claustrophobic ‘jungle
of desire’ illustrates “the perfect ecosystem of a concrete jungle: an impotent husband, an unsatisﬁed
wife, and a megalomaniac policeman”. Morals are suppressed and raise people’s desires. The jungle
is the only place where they can truly face their lust as there are no moral laws. It is inspired by true
stories: prostitutes thrilled by the undercover police to provide free sexual service.” Crossing humorous
animation with sculpture, Wong addresses the junctures in human life, especially the daunting, personal
topic of physical incapacity and how this impacts individual sexuality. Adding a literal angle to the topic
of intimacy, his work also touches upon the theme’s associations with power and gender roles.
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“Jungle of Desire” - Wong Ping
by Simon Frank (Things that can happen, Hong Kong)

*This essay was published in “ArtAsiaPaciﬁc” magazine. Published by ArtAsiaPaciﬁc. Date of Publication:
2015

The ﬁrst thing you notice when stepping into animator and artist Wong Ping’s solo exhibition “Jungle of
Desire,” at the new Hong Kong art space Things That Can Happen, are the cats. Maneki-neko cat statues — the Japanese good-luck charms with a beckoning arm, frequently seen in shrines and restaurants
around East Asia — crowd one corner of the gallery’s main room, arranged in a huddle on the ﬂoor and
are even seen hiding in a sink incongruously installed in the space. In the context of multimedia art, the
lucky cats initially bring to mind French ﬁlmmaker Chris Marker, who featured them heavily in his landmark essay - lm Sans Soleil (1983). But not everything is as it seems: on second glance, the cats’ moving
arms, swinging back and forth, have been plastered over to resemble penises. The gesture is at once
shocking and funny, like much of the personal universe Wong shares in “Jungle of Desire.” The Hong Kong
artist, whose practice has often circled around themes of sex and obsession, was further inspired by the
gallery’s surroundings in Sham Shui Po — a working class neighborhood in Kowloon, also known as the
center for the local sex industry. At its best, “Jungle of Desire” humorously channels sexual frustration and
the pressures of living in the big city, with a keen eye for the speciﬁcities of Hong Kong. Yet occasionally
the exhibit struggles to move past its punchlines, with some pieces provoking a blush or giggle without
making a deeper impression.

A similar synthesis of the crass and thoughtful is present in a neon sign displayed in a side room of the
gallery. Multicolored lights form the outline of a seated man, who incongruously has pig’s trotters for
feet, and whose penis is rendered as a palm tree, apparently providing some shade. It is ridiculous—and
yet the illumination evokes Hong Kong’s iconic, and increasingly disappearing, neon signs as well as the
bare ﬂuorescent lights that advertise massage parlors. The installation brings to the surface questions
about gentriﬁcation and urban change in Sham Shui Po, and Hong Kong in general, while simultaneously
parodying images of masculine power.

The focus of the main room is an animated short encapsulating Wong’s favorite themes. Rendered in a
jerky, neon-bright Cubist style that characterizes his work, Wong’s video tells the story of an impotent
animator whose wife starts working at home as a prostitute, partly to support her unemployed husband,
and partly to satisfy herself sexually. In his narration, the animated protagonist explains that he tried
to wait in parks and other public spaces while his wife saw customers, but that the city itself wouldn’t
let him rest. At least at home there is air-conditioning and Wi-Fi, the husband drolly comments as the
animation shows him crouched in a closet staring at his smartphone. These details, more than the mentioning of speciﬁc landmarks, felt genuinely rooted in Hong Kong life. When an undercover cop takes
advantage of his power to enjoy the wife’s services for free, the video turns into a bizarre revenge fantasy,
unravelling a sequence of events that also raises questions about the animator’s sexuality. Though ﬁlled
with crude humor, the short animation touches upon important themes, challenging sexual norms and
lamenting the trials of life in a cramped city.

In “Jungle of Desire,” Wong fully engages with the gallery’s setting in the midst of Sham Shui Po’s sex
industry by crafting each work speciﬁcally for the show and its environement. However, the decision to
leave pieces untitled, except as constitutive parts of the exhibition, gives the impression that some works
received less creative attention than others. In his most developed pieces, Wong adeptly captures Hong
Kong’s illicit side and the fantasies it evokes, but other times his works unfortunately get stuck on onenote jokes.

However, the two animations shown on a pair of small analog televisions that frame the neon sign appear less thought through as an artwork. Showing muscular male ﬁgures, with exaggerated genitals
and breasts, clumsily running around, the videos suggest a commentary on gender distinctions. Yet the
Mounty Python-esque soundtrack of oohs-and-ahs in the background makes it difﬁcult to read much
further into the animations. Similarly, an installation in another room uses a fan, kite and some string to
move a sex toy attached to a TV screen displaying a nude torso. Though the work’s DIY approach to kinetic sculpture is clever and more than a little funny, it is hard to read its signiﬁcance beyond juvenile humor.

Blind Love, 2015
Neon, two channel video
ꩩ赙꧱걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ

Neon, ꩩ赙: 135 x 102 cm
Video, ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ: 3 min 20 sec
Watch Blind Love CH1
Watch Blind Love CH2

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from Jungle of Desire, 2015
䕧⫸䶰荈շ䣥劅Jungleո, 2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
6 min 50 sec
Watch Jungle of Desire

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from An Emo Nose, 2015
䕧⫸䶰荈շ䣮뇓뢙ո, 2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
4 min 23 sec
Watch An Emo Nose

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from Doggy Love, 2015

䕧⫸䶰荈շ权➫䒭涸䠥ո, 2015
Single channel video

㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
5 min 59 sec

Watch Doggy Love
錙溏鋕걽
[PW: EMGWP123]

Forever Alone, 2015
TV with dildo, installation video
⧺ꤿⰨ ꨵ鋕 酤縨鋕걽
5 min
Dimensions variable
㽯㼄♶㹁

Stills from Witch, 2015

䕧⫸䶰荈շWitchո, 2015
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
1 min 40 sec
Watch Witch

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from Stop Peeping, 2014
䕧⫸䶰荈շ㣖ꤿ殆⡞䧮ո, 2014
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
3 min 48 sec
Watch Stop Peeping

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from Slow Sex, 2013
䕧⫸䶰荈շ䢨䚍眎ո, 2013
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
2 min 40 sec
Watch Slow Sex

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Stills from No One Remains Virgin Under the Lion Crotch, 2011
䕧⫸䶰荈շ柲㶩脥♴ո, 2011
Single channel video
㋲걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
4 min 38 sec
Watch Lion Crotch

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

Mobile M+: Moving Images
M+鹎遤崩⹛涸䕧⫹
West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong
銯⛰俒⻊⼥ 껺度
27.02.2015 - 26.04.2015

Inspired by the multiple connotations of the word ‘moving’ and the rise of diasporic cinema internationally, M+’s inaugural project ‘Mobile M+: Moving Images’ takes Hong Kong’s acclaimed ‘migratory cinema’
from the 80s and 90s as a starting point to consider how conditions of contemporary migration and
displacement are expressed, imagined and represented through mediated images.
Commissioned for the exhibition, Wong Ping’s ‘The Other Side’ uses the metaphor of birth to depict
the process of immigration (or emigration): a daunting and disorienting experience that is nonetheless
imbued with hope. Combining footage shot by the artist with his delightful animation work, the synchronised dual-channel videos are connected through a voiceover. The result is a subtle depiction of key
junctures in human life.

鷳麔㼩薉俒鑂䕀NPWJOH ⚥㢴ꅾ巑纏涸䙼罌⿺鵛䎃⟄鼃獴捀겗勞涸ꨵ䕧㖈㕜ꥸ䕧㠢涸䄕饰.
鹍遤崨⹛涸䕧⫸⟄䎃➿莄䎃➿껺度涸獴字ꨵ䕧⡲捀圓䙼♳涸ⴗⰆ럊䱲程䕧⫸ⶽ⡲㼩殹➿
獴字굏屯鸎⦐朜屣涸邍麧  䟝⫸⿺ⱄ植կ
랓挳涸麔㣽⡦堀 捀鸎妃㾝錓涸㨼秉ⶽ⡲կ
⹛殥㹻䖰獴字
涸嚋䙁莄➃涸ⴀ欰耡䟝ず垺僽㼩衼蘈搬涸劢⢵⽿⿶怐䧃䋞劅կ
ず姿乄佞涸꧱걽䕧⫸剣♧媯倾涯顐
瑬㖈꺚㺢馰涸⹛殥ㄤ䬝伡涸䕧⫸⡃剣蕯搁㖑⺠⹗ⴀ➃欰涸ぐ珏䪼乵կ

Installation View

㾝錒植㜥

Installation View

㾝錒植㜥

Stills from The Other Side, 2015
䕧⫸䶰荈շ麔㣽⡦堀ո, 2015
Two channel video
꧱걽麤ꏖ⫸⡲ㅷ
8 min
Watch The Other Side

錙溏鋕걽

[PW: EMGWP123]

The Other Side, 2015
շ麔㣽⡦堀ո, 2015
Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪ 嵳㜡
94 x 69.5 cm

Other Works
Ⱖ➮⡲ㅷ

An Emo Nose, 2016

Doggy Love, 2016

Jungle of Desire, 2016

Slow Sex, 2016

Stop Peeping, 2016

Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪(嵳㜡)
94 x 69.5 cm

Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪(嵳㜡)
94 x 69.5 cm

Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪(嵳㜡)
94 x 69.5 cm

Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪(嵳㜡)
94 x 69.5 cm

Archival ink print (poster)
㑑㟯尣⽪(嵳㜡)
94 x 69.5 cm

BIOGRAPHY
WONG PING
Born in Hong Kong in 1984. Lives and works in Hong Kong. Founded Wong Ping Animation Lab in 2014.
Education
2005

Bachelor of Arts, major in multimedia design, Curtin University Perth, Australia

Residency
2015

CFCCA, Manchester, United Kingdom

Awards
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

2012

Ammodo Tiger Short Award, International Film Festival Rotterdam, Netherlands
Camden Arts Emerging Arts Prize, Frieze London, London, UK
The 5th Art Sanya Jury Award, Art Sanya, Hainan Province, China
Best Animation Award and Spirit of Hong Kong Award (’Doggy Love’), Third Culture Film Festival,
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2016
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2018
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Pictoplasma Conference, Berlin, Germany
Essential Matters, Borusan Contemporary Museum, Istanbul, Turkey
2014
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2013
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Screening
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‘Wong Ping’s Fables 2’
Hong Kong International Film Festival, Hong Kong
La Casa Encendida, Madrid, Spain
26th Stuttgart International Festival of Animated Film, Stuttgart, Germany
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26th Stuttgart International Festival of Animated Film, Stuttgart, Germany
IndieLisboa International Film Festival 2019, Lisbon, Portugal
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Who’s the Daddy
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26th Stuttgart International Festival of Animated Film, Stuttgart, Germany
KINO DER KUNST, Munich, Germany
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Flatpack Festival 2013, UK
Sehsüchte International Student Film Festival 2013, Germany
6th Fest ANCA, Slovakia
15th Maryland Film Festival, USA
CUTOUT Festival 2012, Mexico
8th GIRAF Animation Festival, Canada
36th CINANIMA International Animated Film Festival, Portugal
8th PROTOCLIP Festival International du clip, France
Fumetto International Comix-Festival 2012, Switzerland
BUG32 Director’s Cut, UK
European Film Festival 2012, around Europe
Looking at the Small Sky
Ghosting Volume 12, USA
Essential Matters, Borusan Contemporary Museum, Turkey
Goethe Video Art Program 2013, Hong Kong
Homemade Videos from Hong Kong, K11, China
700IS Reindeerland screenings 2014, Iceland
Fragile
KionFest International Digital Film Festival, Romania
Pictoplasma Festival 2013, Germany
Lin Pink Pink
8th GIRAF Animation Festival, Canada
FRUITPUNCH - We Want More
3rd Shenzhen Independent Animation Biennale, 2016, Shenzhen, China
Torino Graphic Days, Turin, Italy
CAFA Art Museum, Beijing, China
LOOP Festival 2016, Casa Asia, Barcelona, Spain
Papay Gyro Nights Art Festival 2016, Hong Kong
LOOP Festival 2015, Casa Asia, Barcelona, Spain
KionFest International Digital Film Festival, Romania

Collection
KADIST, Paris, France / San Francisco, USA
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, USA
Booth Collection, the University of Chicago
M+, West Kowloon Cultural District, Hong Kong
Fosun Art Foundation, Shanghai, China
SiFang Art Museum, Nanjing, China
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